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How To Care For Your NXO™
With regular care and maintenance, your NXO™ will provide many
years of superior performance and satisfaction. To maintain the quality
of your Nightingale product, please follow the cleaning procedures
outlined here.
ABLEX™ Mesh
Clean with mild detergent and water applied with a damp clean
cloth or sponge. Rinse with water. Never use hot water and
avoid scrubbing. Use gentle movements.

User Guide Instructions

MANUFACTURING CONTRACT OFFICE CHAIRS SINCE 1928

TM

Plastic parts
Clean with mild detergent and water. Do not use abrasives or
excessive amounts of cleaner.
Frame
Powder coat frames can be cleaned by wiping with a damp
cloth and any mild detergent.
* The instruction for the care and maintenance of Nightingale Products are
provided to you as a service. No warranty is implied since results may vary.
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Nightingale Office Chairs
Toll-Free Phone: 1.800.363.8954
Fax: 1.800.637.6784
Website: www.nightingalechairs.com
Email: info@nightingalechairs.com

SCAN this QR Code To Learn
More About How To Use
This NXO Chair.

91%
RECYCLABLE

Congratulations On Purchasing
Nightingale’s NXO™

Features of My NXOTM

Please read and understand this user guide with
instructions before operating this office chair.
Ergonomic support.
Unique reclining back provides
comfortable relaxed support.

Energy absorbing duel density
ENERSORBTM seat foam reduces
sitting fatigue by minimizing
pressure points and increasing
blood circulation.

Easy access. Folding seat
allows the chair to nest
horizontally providing
a smart storage solution.

PASS IT ON!

Our customers often tell us
their friends stop and ask about
their NXO™ If this happens to you,
please give your friend this card so
they can learn more about our chairs.
Nightingalechairs.com
1.800.363.8954
info@nightingalechairs.com
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Space Efficient. Vertical stacking
capability of up to three chairs
high provides even greater space
efficient storage.

Aeration. The perforated back with Easy to move. Lightweight with
small holes enhances airflow and durable carpet casters make
keeps the sitter cool.
this chair easy to move.

Nightingalechairs.com
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info@nightingalechairs.com

PASS IT ON!
Aesthetic. Light and clean. Fits
in without dominating the look
or feel of the workplace.

Design. A visual companion
to nontraditional work chairs;
an ideal companion to the XO
Collection of chairs.

Finish frame, arms and trim
standard in graphite.
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